COMPANY PROFILE

Innovation
Velocity
Energy

Ten years
of Energy

process leading to the decision,
“ The
its timing and the way it is
implemented count just as much as
the decision in itself.

“

Europe Energy Group was founded in
2007 by Matteo Ballarin, at that time the
Sole Director and minority sharehold- er.
In 2012 a management buyout and subsequent corporate adjustments hand- ed
control of the Group over to Europe Energy Holding Srl, a company 100% held by
Mr Matteo Ballarin.

The Group
Dynamic Innovative

Since the very beginning, Europe Energy has turned into one of the most dynamic and innovative Italian companies in
the European market for electricity and
gas thanks to the peak growth in revenues and in marketed volumes.
The will to anticipate the market and innovation are the cornerstones on which
the strategy of Europe Energy is based,
together with a strong attitude towards
internationalization. That is why, today,
Europe Energy presents itself as a big
International Group.
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History
An ever-growing profit

10 consecutive years in profit, an ever
growing heritage and an expanding range
of assets are only a few of the elements
that characterize the story of Europe
Energy.

History
2007
30th July
The differentiation of the activities
and the ability to quickly seize new
opportunities are part of Europe
Energy’s DNA and of its way of
interpreting innovation .However, this
innovation would not have found fertile
ground if it was not sustained from
solid foundations such as outstanding
procedures, attention to detail and
control of numbers.
A young and enthusiastic team, great
professionalism and a deep knowledge
of the market are the ingredients of
Europe Energy’s winning formula. Daily,
Europe Energy puts its knowledge at
complete disposition of its customers,
its partners, its families and the
environment.

Foundation of
Europe Energy Srl

2009
20th October
Registration
to the European Power
Exchange and European
Energy Exchange.

2013
1st October
Creation of
LE Trading AS in
Slovakia
and beginning of the
licensing process in the
Balkans

17th September
Permission to operate
in Italy

23rd September
Registration
to the Italian
Bilateral Platform

2010
24th November
Permission to operate in
Germany

4th December
Permission to operate in
Switzerland

2008

2011
17th March
Permission to operate in
Austria

17 October

27th May

Registration to the
Italian Power Exchange

Permission to
operate in Slovenia
and subscription to
Borzen - Slovenian
Power Exchange

Permission to operate in
France

12th March
Creation
of Network
For Trading doo in
Serbia

10th January

24th September

2014

Europe Energy Gas&
Power Spa rents
the branch of the
company of Gascom
Srl coming into the
Electricity and Gas
retail market in Italy

2015
13 July
Registration to the
CEGH Central European
Gas Hub

2016
1st January
Registration as Shipper
to the TTF Dutch Gas
Hub

1st September
Europe Energy Spa
becomes a member of
Wiener Börse CEG H
Central European Gas
Hub

21st March
Cerved Rating Agency
assignes to Europe
Energy S.p.A the rating
investment grade B1.1

8th June
Early acquisition
of the business owned
by Gascom Srl in
liquidation

18th November

Europe Energy Spa
signs a two-years
collaboration deal with
the Free University di
Bozen

12th November
Europe Energy joins the
international community
of ELITE, the international
programme of London Stock
Exchange Group.

Cerved Rating Agency
confirms the rating
investment grade B1.1
for Europe Energy

WITHU is born! Electricity,
gas, fiber and mobile with a
single provider.

31st December
12th October

Purchase of the business of
Edlo Energy Group and its
brands Orbie gas and power
(Bergamo) and Lion Energy
(Venice)

3rd June

Europe Energy SpA
implements the merger
by incorporation
of Europe Energy
Gas & Power SpA

Registration as Shipper
to NCG Net Connect
Germany for Gas

1st October

28 Giugno

1st July

11th November

Registration as Shipper
to the gas Virtual
Trading Point in Italy

2017

2018

Europe Energy acquires
majority of the main
energy retail companies
in Romania and
Slovenia and 50% of
the main energy retail
company
in Croatia

Business Perimeter
TRADING GAS

TRADING POWER

RETAIL ENERGY MARKET

UTIL-TECH (ENERGIA E TELEFONIA)

Trading
PUN TRENDS

The electricity and gas trading activities for the continental markets are the
historical heart of the Europe Energy Group. Since the very beginning, innovation and desire to anticipate the markets were pivotal to the growth strategy.
Through the trading floors in Verona (Europe
Energy Spa) and Belgrade (LE Trading) the
ALBANIA
OLANDA
Group operates on all the main power exchanges in Europe, on all the OTC platforms and
the main Gas HUBs.
AUSTRIA
SERBIA
An ever expanding logistic platform allows
Europe Energy to deliver energy everywhere in
Europe, putting the Group at the forefront of
the physical management of energy.
FRANCIA
SVIZZERA
The Group’s activity is based increasingly on
the so-called short term, forecasts and optimization of production from renewable plants
and on reconciliation on an hourly basis of
GERMANIA UNGHERIA
energy demand and supply both on the national and transnational markets where it operates.
Europe Energy’s history is continuously evolGRECIA
ALTRI
ving but the cornerstones of its everyday life
remain unchanged: the utmost care to credit
risk and a very strict control of marginality.
On these bases, Europe Energy built its hiITALIA
story and on these foundations it will build
its future!
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Retail - Italy and the rest of Europe

At the end of 2014, the Europe Energy Group
officially entered the retail market for the sale
of electricity and gas through the rental of the
business previously owned by Gascom Spa. The
decision was driven by the desire to test the cornerstones of its uptime, such as attention to credit and care of marginality, in a market with significantly diverse operations from those carried
from Europe Energy Group until then. This strategic move, as said before, was implemented in
2014 by renting and formulating an irrevocable
purchase proposal of the retail business with
over 30,000 customers and 55 employees, and,
above all, by studying the weak points and consequently acting to turnaround of the situation
and enhancing the strong points. In June2017,
the Group definitively acquired the business previously owned by Gascom Srl.
Today, Europe Energy has a client portfolio that
focuses on the north of Italy, with particular focus to the northeast area. Extensive attention
was dedicated to reviewing the internal procedures, to customer care and to move then to the
reconstruction of the internal and external sales
network.
Innovation is the word that best describes Euro-

pe Energy. Innovation is rooted in every aspect
of the Group, in its solutions for families and
businesses, its attention to customer needs and
its software. Europe Energy is the first non-institutional Italian energy supplier that begun supplying energy and gas to several foreign countries.
Currently, Europe Energy is supplying energy and
gas through its subsidiaries to Slovenia, Romania, Croatia and Serbia. Soon the Group will also
be able to supply energy and gas to Macedonia,
Montenegro, Bosnia, Albania and Kosovo.
Each market has its own peculiarities, in some
countries a mass market already exists (Slovenia
and Romania) and in some countries the market
is only possible to supply energy to large enterprises (Serbia). For Europe Energy it is pivotal to
be present in each of these countries, to be innovative and to put their clients and their needs
at the center of their strategy. Europe Energy is
thinking about all
those multinational groups that can find it to be
the best partner to manage their energy supply in
all the countries they operate in.
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Small Business

R&D

To always be at the
forefront

INTERNATIONALIZATION

VELOCITY

In searching and taking
up new opportunities

LOGISTICS

Logistic platform
that delivers energy
everywhere in Europe

INNOVATION

RISK
MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYERS’
EXPERIENCE

OUTSTANDING
CUSTOMER CARE

The geographical coverage of the market controlled directly or through subsidiaries and/or connected now goes from Great Britain to Turkey and
from Spain to Ukraine. To date, the Europe Energy
Holding Group represents one of the most widespread and best developed logistics platforms in
Europe.
Countries where the Europe Energy Holding
Group is able to exchange Electricity:

“

Looking into the future is the energy that fuels us
every day. A small company in a world of big corporations has to rely on new ideas and innovation.
A logistic platform that delivers energy everywhere
in Europe, an ever growing international presence,
research, velocity, flexibility, utmost customer care,
risk management, employers’ professional- ity: these
is what we are aiming at.

Countries where the Europe Energy
Holding Group is able to exchange Gas:

“

WITHU is the new commercial brand of
Europe Energy. It was born from the idea
of creating a UTIL-TECH that combines
the services of Gas, Electricity, Internet
and Mobile connection with just one
provider.
The brand name embodies the concept
of proximity and support that the brand
wants to give to the customer. The logo
is formed from two words WITH (with)
and the U that stands for YOU (you), with
you. The U of the logo is raised compared
to the other letters since represents the
customer being placed on a pedestal. This
fully expresses the soul of the company,
a provider who is always present and
supportive to the customer.
Thanks to WITHU, customers can manage
a multiplicity of services in a simple
and quickway, without the complexity of
having to resort to different suppliers.
WITHU offers a single contract, a single
bill, a single commercial contact and
customer care. The WITHU client can

conveniently administer, in a simple and
immediate way, its supplies through the
Private Area and App, both available on
the App Store and PlayStore.
Electricity, gas, mobile and internet
connection (FTTH and FTTC), are the first
services under the WITHU umbrella. This
allows customers to have top supplies,
save on bill costs and have a strong
simplification of life. In the future, the
Group will have other services in the IOT
world, for safety, for health and more that
are relevant to customers and will expand
the strategy also on the foreign markets it
already operates in and in other countries
that are currently being evaluated.
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Advantages
A single contract

A single call center

Sign a single contract, also
available online, for all
your utilities.

A single call center for all
your utilities, available
Monday to Sunday, 08.00
am – 08.00 pm

A single App and Private
Area: All the tools you

A single bill:

need to manage and
monitor your utilities are
available for you on your
mobile or desktop.

You will receive a single bill
with all the cost details of
your utilities.

SPONSORSHIPS

Sponsorships tell the public the values the Europe
Energy Group is based on. A way of working, but
also a philosophy of life that guides every choice
made for developing the business.
We believe in a model where it is the customer that
chooses the supplier, and not the supplier that
goes to him. To be sought, one must be known.
This is why sports sponsorships are important for
us, because they allow us to reach more and more
customers by telling them our values.

MotoGP
Speed, Innovation, Continuous search for the
limit and interculturalism are distinctive features
of the Europe Energy Group that can also be found
in Yamaha Petronas SIC team and Sky Racing
Team VR46, making them the ideal partners for
the Group’s constant pursuit of excellence.

Basketball
The dynamism of this sport, the great approach to individuality at the service of the team and a team of boys who
play with passion, are the characteristics of these sponsorship. WITHU supports Bergamo Basket 2014, the first
team of the city of Bergamo playing in A2 league and a also smaller, local team As Cestistica Verona playing in
the CGold league.

SPONSORSHIPS

From 2020 Rally and football with AC Monza
The passion for sport has no limits and you can find
the brand WITHU winning with the Hyundai Rally Team
Italia’s Hyundai i20 R5, highlighting WITHU’s passion for
motorsport, both two and four wheels. Moreover, there is
a new and exciting challenge for WITH: releasing all its
energy on the AC Monza jerseys with the goal of reaching
Serie A.
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Trading:
Telefono +39 045 8780704
Fax +39 045 8799396
Email trading@europe-energy.it
Retail:
Centralino: +39 045 4645300
Servizio Clienti 800 135818
Fax +39 045 4645395
Email infogp@europe-energy.it

NETWORK FOR TRADING D.O.O.
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